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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
w xIn 1956, Michael 8 first researched the approximate selection problem
and obtained the following result:
THEOREM 1.1. Let Y be a normed linear space, and let X be a paracom-
pact topological space. If F: X ª 2Y is a lower semicontinuous set-¨ alued
mapping with nonempty con¨ex ¨alues, then for each con¨ex neighborhood V
of the origin of Y, there exists a continuous mapping f : X ª Y such that
f x g F x q V , ; x g X . .  .
w xBy Theorem 1.1 Michael 8 proved a celebrated continuous selection
 .theorem i.e., Michael selection theorem . Since then, the Michael selec-
tion theorem and the approximate selection theorem have become useful
tools in nonlinear analysis.
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w xIn 1981, Hadzic 5 researched the approximate selection problem andÏÂ
the almost fixed point problem for a uniformly u-continuous multivalued
mapping in topological vector spaces. She obtained the following approxi-
mate selection theorem:
THEOREM 1.2. Let X be a topological ¨ector space, let U be the family of
all neighborhoods of zero in X, and let K be a paracompact con¨ex subset
of X. Let F: K ª 2 K be a uniformly u-continuous multi¨ alued mapping
with nonempty closed con¨ex ¨alues. If for each V g U, there exists U g U
such that
co U l F K y F K ; V , .  . . .
then for each V g U, there exists a continuous mapping g : K ª K such that
g x g F x q V , ; x g K . .  .
w xIn 1991, Horvath 3 generalized Theorem 1.1 to H-spaces. He estab-
lished the following approximate selection theorem:
  4.THEOREM 1.3. Let Y, G be an l.c.-space with a uniformity U and X aA
paracompact topological space. If F: X ª 2Y is a lower semicontinuous
set-¨ alued mapping with nonempty H-con¨ex ¨alues, then for each V g U,
there exists a continuous mapping f : X ª Y such that
F x l V f x / B, ; x g X . .  . .
w x w xIn the papers 17 and 6 , Zheng and Hadzic researched the approxi-ÏÂ
mate selection problem for sublower semicontinuous multivalued map-
pings in topological vector spaces and almost fixed point problems for a
lower semicontinuous multivalued mapping with the generalized Zima type
condition in H-spaces with uniformity, respectively.
In the present paper, our purposes are to establish some new approxi-
mate selection theorems, a new almost fixed point theorem for quasi-lower
semicontinuous multivalued mapping, and a new existence theorem for
solutions of generalized quasi-variational inequality in H-spaces.
In order to establish our main results, we give some concepts and
 w x.notations, see also, 2]4 .
 .Let X be a topological space and let F X be the family of all
 4nonempty finite subsets of X. Let G be a family of some nonemptyA
 .contractible subsets of X indexed by A g F X such that G ; G when-A A9
  4.ever A ; A9. The pair X, G is called an H-space. Given an H-spaceA
  4.X, G , a nonempty subset D of X is calledA
 .  .1 H-convex if G ; D for all A g F D ;A
 .2 weakly H-convex if G l D is nonempty contractible for eachA
 .A g F D ;
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 .  .3 H-compact in X if for each A g F X , there exists a compact
weakly H-convex subset D of X such that D j A ; D .A A
For a nonempty subset K of X, we define the H-convex hull of K,
denoted by H-co K, as
 4H-co K s D ; X : D is H-convex and K ; D .F
 w x.If K s B, we always consider H-co K s B, see also, 13 .
  4.An H-space X, G is calledA
 .1 a locally convex H-space if X is a uniform space and if there
 4exists a base V : i g I for the uniform structure U such that for eachi
 .   . 4 w x.i g I, V x s y g X : y, x g V is H-convex for each x g X ; 16i i
 .  w x.2 an l.c.-space see 3 if X is a uniform space and if there exists a
 4base V : i g I for the uniform structure such that for each i g I, the seti
 w x 4x g X : E l V x / B is H-convex whenever E is H-convex, wherei
w x   . 4V x s y g X : x, y g V .i i
Remark. The concept of an l.c.-space is different from a locally convex
  4.  4H-space. But an l.c.-space X, G with G s x for all x g X must beA  x4
a locally convex H-space. Otherwise, a nonempty convex subset X of a
locally convex topological vector space must be an l.c.-space with G s co AA
 .   4.for all A g F X , and hence X, co A must be a locally convex H-space.
Let X be a topological space. We denote by 2 X the family of all subsets
 .  .of X. If A ; X we shall denote by cl A and int A the closure and
interior of A, respectively.
ÏA topological space is said to be acyclic if all of its reduced Cech
homology groups over rationals vanish. In particular, any contractible
space is acyclic, and thus any convex or star-shaped set is acyclic.
Let X, Y be two topological spaces and let T : X ª 2Y be a multivalued
mapping. T is said to be upper semicontinuous resp., lower semicontinu-
.  . ous if for each x g X and for each open set V ; Y with T x ; V resp.,
 . .T x l V / B , there exists an open neighborhood U of x such that
 .   . .T z ; V resp., T z l V / B for each z g U. For each y g Y, we
y1 .   .4denote T y s x g X : y g T x , which is called a lower section
  4.of T. If Y, G is an H-space with a uniform structure U, then T is saidA
to be quasi-lower semicontinuous if for each x g X and for each V g U,
 .  .there exists a point y g T x and a neighborhood U x of x such that for
 .  .  .each z g U x , T z l V y / B. When Y is a topological vector space,
w xthe following concept is given in 17 :
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T is said to be sublower semicontinuous if for each x g X and for each
 .neighborhood V of 0 in Y, there exist a point y g T x and a neighbor-
 .  .  .hood U x of x in X such that for each z g U x , y g T z q V.
The following propositions show that the quasi-lower semicontinuity is
weaker than lower semicontinuity and sublower semicontinuity.
  4.PROPOSITION 1.1. Let X be a topological space and let Y, G be anA
H-space with a uniform structure U. If T : X ª 2Y is a lower semicontinuous
set-¨ alued mapping with nonempty ¨alues, then T is quasi-lower semicon-
tinuous.
Proof. For each x g X and for each V g U, there exists symmetric
 .element W g U such that W ; V. Because T x / B, there exists a point
 .  .  .y g T x , and hence T x l W y / B. By the lower semicontinuity of T
 .  .  .there is a neighborhood U x of x such that for each z g U x , T z l
 .  .  .W y / B so that T z l V y / B. This shows that T is quasi-lower
semicontinuous.
Throughout the paper, all spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff. For each
topological vector space Y, let U be the family of all neighborhoods of 0
Ä  . 4in Y. For each U g U, let U s x, y g X = X : y y x g U . It is
Ä  4 .   ..clear that X, coA A g F X is an H-space with uniformity U s
Ä 4U: U g U .
Remark. The example in Section 3 shows that there are quasi-lower
semicontinuous mulivalued mappings, which need not be lower semicon-
tinuous.
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let X be a topological space, let Y be a topological
¨ector space, and let T : X ª 2Y be a set-¨ alued mapping. Then T is sublower
semicontinuous iff T is quasi-lower semicontinuous.
Proof. If T is sublower semicontinuous, then for each x g X and for
Ä Ä  .  .each V g U, there exists a point y g T x and a neighborhood U x of x
 .  .in X such that y g T z q V for each z g U x . Consequently, for each
 .  .  .z g U x , there is a point y* g T z such that y y y* g V, and hence
Ä .  .y* g T z l V y . This shows that T is quasi-lower semicontinuous. On
the other hand, if T is quasi-lower semicontinuous, then for each x g X,
 .and for each neighborhood V of 0 in Y, there exist a point y g T x and
Ä .  .  .a neighborhood U x of x in X such that T z l V y / B for each
 .  .  .z g U x . Consequently, for each z g U x , there is a point y* g T z
 .  .such that y y y* g V, and hence y g T z q V. It shows that T is
sublower semicontinuous.
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2. TWO LEMMAS
We begin with the following lemmas.
 .LEMMA 1. Let X be a topological space, let Y, U be a uniform space,
and let B be a basis of U. Let T : X ª 2Y be a multi¨ alued mapping. If
x g X and y g Y such that
y g V T x , . .F
VgB
  .   .  .4   ..  ..where, T x s y g Y: x, y g cl graph T , V T x s D V y ,y g T  x .
 .then y g T x .
 .  .  .Proof. If y f T x , then x, y f cl graph T . Consequently, there ex-
ist an open neighborhood U of x and an open symmetric element V g U
such that
U = V y l cl graph T s B. .  . .
  ..Take an element W g B such that W ; V. Because y g W T x ;
  ..  .  .  .V T x , there is a point z g T x such that y g V z , and hence z g V y
because V is symmetric. Hence,
x , z g U = V y l cl graph T . .  .  . .
  ..  .  .It contradicts that U = V y l cl graph T s B. Therefore, y g T x .
w x.   4.LEMMA 2 16 . Let X, G be a Hausdorff locally con¨ex H-space andA
let D be an H-compact subset of X. If T : X ª 2 D is an upper semicontinu-
ous multi¨ alued mapping with closed acyclic ¨alues, then there exists a point
 .x g D such that x g T x .
Now, we establish our main results.
3. APPROXIMATE SELECTION THEOREMS
  4.THEOREM 3.1. Let Y, G be an l.c.-space with a uniformity U and letA
X be a paracompact topological space. If F: X ª 2Y is a quasi-lower
semicontinuous set-¨ alued mapping with H-con¨ex ¨alues, then for each
V g U, there exists a continuous mapping f : X ª Y such that
F x l V f x / B, ; x g X . .  . .
Furthermore, if X is a precompact uniform space or compact topological
 .space, there is a finite subset A ; X such that f X ; G .0 A0
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  4.Proof. Because Y, G is an l.c.-space with a uniform structure U,A
there exists a base V of U such that for each V g V , the set y g Y:
w x 4E l V y / B is H-convex whenever E is H-convex in Y. For each
V g U, there exists an element V g V and two open symmetric elements1
W g U, W g U such that W ; V ; W ; V. For each x g X, because1 1 1
F: X ª 2Y is a quasi-lower semicontinuous set-valued mapping, we take a
 .  .  .fixed point y x g F x and a fixed open neighborhood U x of x such
that
F z l W y x / B, ;z g U x . .  .  . .
Because X is paracompact, there exists a locally finite open refinement R
  . 4  .of the family U x : x g X . For each O g R, take a fixed z O g X such
  ..   ..   ..that O ; U z O . Consequently, y z O g F z O and
F u l W y z O / B, ;u g U z O . .  .  . .  . .
 .   .. w xLet h O s y z O . Then h: R ª Y is a mapping. By Theorem 1 in 3
there exists a continuous mapping f : X ª Y such that
f x g G , . h O . : O g s  x , R .4
 .  4for all x g X, where s x, R s O g R: x g O .
 .   ..For each x g X and for each O g s x, R , because x g O ; U z O ,
F x l W y z O / B. .  . . .
 . w  .x   .  .4Consequently, F x l V h O / B. Hence h O : O g s x, R ;1
  . w x 4  .y g Y: F x l V y / B . Because again F x is H-convex and V g V ,1 1
w xf x g G ; y g Y : F x l V y / B , 4 .  .h O . : O g s  x , R .4 1
and hence,
F x l V f x > F x l W f x s F x l W f x .  .  .  .  .  . .  .1 1
> F x l V f x / B. .  .1
This completes the proof of first part of Theorem 3.1.
If X is a precompact uniform space or a compact topological space, R
  . 4can be chosen finite. Take A s h O : O g R , then A is a finite subset0 0
 .of X and f X ; G s G .h O .: O g R4 A0
Remark. Theorem 3.1 contains Theorem 1.3 i.e., Proposition 1 of
w x.Horvath 3 as a special case. In addition, the following example shows
that Theorem 3.1 is a true generalization of Theorem 1.3.
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q EXAMPLE. Let R be the set of all real numbers and R s x g R:
4 q qx ) 0 . Then R is paracompact. For each x g R , let
w xxr2, 2 x , if 0 - x F 1,
T x s .  w xx , 2 x , if x ) 1.
Then T : Rqª 2 R is sublower semicontinuous. Indeed, for each x g Rq
and for each neighborhood V of 0 in R,
1 3 3 5 .  . w x  .  .1 if x s 1, then T 1 s , 2 . Take y s and U 1 s , . Then02 2 4 4
 .  .  .  .y g T 1 , U 1 is a neighborhood of 1, and y g T z ; T z q V for all0 0
 .z g U 1 ;
 .  . w x  .2 if 0 - x - 1, then T x s xr2, 2 x . Take y s x g T x and0
3 .  .  4  .U x s x, « x , where 1 - « - min 2, 1rx . Then U x is a neighborhood4
 .  .  .of x and y g T z ; T z q V for all z g U x ;0
3 .  . w x  .  .3 if x ) 1, then T x s x, 2 x . Take y s x g T x and U x s0 2
3 3 .  4  .d x, x , where max , 1rx - d - 1. Then U x is a neighborhood of x2 4
 .  .  .and y g T z ; T z q V for all z g U x .0
But T : Rqª 2 R is not lower semicontinuous. In fact, for x s 1, we take
1 5 .  .V s , . Then V is an open set in R and T 1 l V / B. For any2 8
neighborhood U of 1 in Rq, there is a point x g U such that x ) 1, and0 0
 . q Rhence T x l V s B. This shows that T : R ª 2 is not lower semicon-0
tinuous. Hence Theorem 3.1 is suitable, but Theorem 1.3 is not suitable, to
assure the existence of an approximate selection of T.
Remark. Applying Theorem 3.1 we know that in Theorem 3 of Horvath
w x3 , the condition ``T is lower semicontinuous'' may be weakened as ``T is
quasi-lower semicontinuous.''
COROLLARY 3.2. Let Y be a locally con¨ex topological ¨ector space and
let X be a paracompact topological space. If F: X ª 2Y is a sublower
semicontinuous set-¨ alued mapping with nonempty con¨ex ¨alues, then for
each neighborhood V of 0 in Y, there exists a continuous mapping f : X ª Y
such that
f x g F x q V , ; x g X . .  .
Furthermore, if X is a precompact uniform space or a compact topological
 .space, there is a finite subset A ; X such that f X ; co A .0 0
Proof. For each neighborhood V of 0 in Y, by Proposition 1.2 and
Theorem 3.1 there exists a continuous mapping f : X ª Y such that
ÄF x l V f x / B, ; x g X . .  . .
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Furthermore, if X is a precompact uniform space or a compact topolog-
 .ical space, there is a finite subset A ; X such that f X ; G .0 A0Ä .   ..  .  .But F x l V f x / B implies that f x g F x q V. Hence Corol-
lary 3.2 is proved.
  4.THEOREM 3.3. Let Y, G be an H-space with a uniformity U, let X beA
a paracompact topological space, and let F: X ª 2Y be a set-¨ alued map-
ping. If for each V g U, there exists a continuous mapping f : X ª Y such
that
F x l V f x / B, ; x g X , .  . .
then F: X ª 2Y is quasi-lower semicontinuous.
Proof. For each V g U, there exist open symmetric elements W , W g U1
such that W ; V and W (W (W ; W . For the W, there exists a continu-1 1
ous mapping f : X ª Y such that
F x l W f x / B, ; x g X . .  . .
 .Consequently, for each x g X, there is a point y g F x such that y g
  ..  .W f x . By the continuity of f there is a neighborhood U x of x such
 .   ..  .that f z g W f x for all z g U x .
 .  .   ..For each z g U x , because F x l W f z / B, there exists a point
 .   ..  .y* g F z such that y* g W f z . Consequently, y*, y g W (W (W ;
 .  . YW ; V. Hence y* g F z l V y . This shows that F: X ª 2 is quasi-1
lower semicontinuous.
COROLLARY 3.4. Let Y be a topological ¨ector space, let X be a paracom-
pact topological space and let F: X ª 2Y be a set-¨ alued mapping. If for each
neighborhood V of 0 in Y, there exists a continuous mapping f : X ª Y such
that
f x g F x q V , ; x g X , .  .
then F: X ª 2Y is sublower semicontinuous.
Ä ÄProof. For each V g U, because V is a neighborhood of 0 in Y, there
exists a continuous mapping f : X ª Y such that
f x g F x q V , ; x g X , .  .
i.e.,
F x l V f x / B, ; x g X . .  . .
By Theorem 3.3 and Proposition 1.2 we know that F: X ª 2Y is sublower
semicontinuous.
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Remark. Summing-up Corollaries 3.2 and 3.4 we have Corollary 3.5
 w x.i.e., Theorem 2.1 in 17 :
w xCOROLLARY 3.5 17 . Let Y be a locally con¨ex topological ¨ector space,
let X be a paracompact topological space, and let F: X ª 2Y be a set-¨ alued
mapping with nonempty con¨ex ¨alues. the F is sublower semicontinuous iff
for each neighborhood V of 0 in Y, there exists a continuous mapping
f : X ª Y such that
f x g F x q V , ; x g X . .  .
In order to state other results we gi¨ e the following concepts.
DEFINITION 3.1. Let X be a topological space and let Y be a uniform
space with a uniformity U. We say that set-valued mappings F, T : X ª 2Y
are topologically separated iff for each x g X there exists a neighborhood
 .   ..   ..U x of x and an element V g U such that F U x l V T x s B.
w xRemark. Definition 3.1 generalizes a corresponding concept in 17 .
  4.DEFINITION 3.2. An H-space Y, G is called an a.l.c. metric spaceA
iff Y is metrizable by a metric d and for each « ) 0, the set y g Y:
 . 4d y, E - « is an H-convex set whenever E is an H-convex subset of Y.
 w x.Remark. An l.c. metric space see, 3 must be an a.l.c. metric space.
  4.THEOREM 3.6. Let X be a compact topological space and let Y, G beA
an l.c.-space with a uniformity U. If F, T : X ª 2Y are two set-¨ alued
mappings such that
 .i F and T are topologically separated,
 .ii T is upper semicontinuous,
 .  .iii F is quasi-lower semicontinuous and F x is nonempty H-con¨ex
for each x g X, then for each V g U, there exists a continuous mapping
f : X ª Y such that
F x l V f x / B and f x f T x , ; x g X . .  .  .  . .
 .Furthermore, there is a finite subset A ; X such that f X ; G .0 A0
 .Proof. For each fixed V g U, by i , for each x g X there exist an open
 .neighborhood U x of x and an open symmetric element V g U such thatx
  ..   ..V ; V and F U x l V T x s B.x x
 .Take an open symmetric element W g U such that W (W ; V . By iix x x x
 .   ..there is an open neighborhood O x of x in X such that T O x ;
  ..  .  .W T x and O x ; U x . Because X is compact, there exists a finitex
 4subset x , x , . . . , x ; X and an open symmetric element W g U such1 2 n
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isn  . isn  .that a X s D O x and W ; F W . By iii and Theorem 3.1 thereis1 i is1 x i
is a continuous mapping f : X ª Y such that
F x l W f x / B, ; x g X , .  . .
 .and there is a finite subset A ; X such that f X ; G .0 A0
  ..  .For each x g X, we assert W F x l T x s B to be true. Otherwise,
 .  .  .there exist a point y g T x and a point z g F x such that z, y g W.
 .   4.  .   ..We may assume x g O x k g 1, 2, . . . , n . Hence T x ; W T xk x kk
  ..  .so that y g W T x . Consequently, there is y g T x such thatx k k kk
 .  .  .y, y g W . Therefore, z, y g W (W ; V and thus z g V y ;k x k x x x x kk k k k k
  ..  .   ..   ..V T x . On the other hand, z g F x ; F O x ; F U x . Hencex k k kk
  ..   ..z g F U x l V T x s B. It is a contradiction. This shows thatk x kk
  ..  .  .  .W F x l T x s B. Hence f x f T x for all x g X. This completes
the proof.
w xRemark. Theorem 3.6 improves and extends Theorem 2.2 of 17 to
H-spaces.
  4.THEOREM 3.7. Let X be a paracompact topological space and let Y, GA
be an a.l.c. metric space with the metric d. If F, T : X ª 2Y are two
set-¨ alued mappings such that
 .i F and T are topologically separated,
 .ii T is upper semicontinuous,
 .  .iii F is quasi-lower semicontinuous and F x is H-con¨ex for each
x g X, then for each « ) 0, there exists a continuous mapping f : X ª Y such
that
F x l V f x / B and f x f T x , ; x g X , .  .  .  . .«
 .  . 4where V s y, z g Y = Y: d y, z - « .«
 .  .Proof. For each fixed « ) 0, by i and ii , for each x g X there exists
 .  .  .   ..a neighborhood U x of x and an h x ) 0 such that h x - « , F U x
  ..   ..  .  .  .l V T x s B and T U x ; V Tx . Let « x s h x r2. Forh x . h  x .r2
 .  .  .each y g U x , we assert F y l V Ty s B. Otherwise, there exist a«  x .
 .  .  .  .point p g T y and a point z g F y such that d p, z - « x . Because
 .  .  .  .y g U x , T y ; V Tx , and hence p g V Tx . Consequently, there«  x . «  x .
 .  .  .  .  .is a point b g T x such that d p, b - « x . Hence d b, z - h x , and
 .  .   ..  .thus, z g F y l V Tx ; F U x l V Tx s B. It is a contradic-h x . h  x .
tion.
 .   .  . 4  .Let d x s sup r : 0 - r - « and F x l V Tx s B . Obviously, d xr
 .  .  .  .F « and for each y g U x , d y G « x . Now, we assert that F x l
 .  .V Tx s B. Otherwise, there is a point y g F x and there is a pointd  x .
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 .  .  .z g T x such that d y, z - d x . Consequently, there is a number r )
 .  .  .  .d y, z such that 0 - r - « and F x l V Tx s B. Hence y g F x lr
 .V Tx s B. It is a contradiction.r
Because F: X ª 2Y is quasi-lower semicontinuous, there exist a point
 .  .  .y g F x and an open neighborhood N x of x in X such that N x ;x
 .U x and
F z l V y / B, ;z g N x . .  .  .«  x . x
Because again X is paracompact, there is a locally finite open refinement
  . 4  .R of N x : x g X . For each O g R, taking a fixed z O g X such that
  ..  .O ; N z O . Let h O s y . Then h: R ª Y is a mapping. By Theo-zO .
w xrem 1 in 3, p. 346 there is a continuous mapping f : X ª Y such that
 .  .  4f x g G , where s x, R s O g R: x g O .h O .: O g s  x, R .4
 .  .For each x g X and for each O g s x, R , we have F x l
  ..  .   ..   ..V h O / B and d x G « z O because x g O ; N z O ;«  zO ..
  ..  .   ..U z O , and hence F x l V h O / B. Consequently,d  x .
f x g G ; y g Y : F x l V y / B , .  .  . 4h O . : O g s  x , R .4 d  x .
 .  .   ..because F x is H-convex. Hence F x l V f x / B, and henced  x .
F x l V f x / B and f x f T x , ; x g X . .  .  .  . .«
This completes the proof.
w xRemark. Theorem 3.7 improves and generalizes Theorem 2.3 of 17 to
an a.l.c. metric space.
4. ALMOST FIXED POINT THEOREM AND FIXED
POINT THEOREM
  4 .  4THEOREM 4.1. Let X, G , U be a Hausdorff l.c.-space with G s xA  x4
for all x g X, where U is the uniform structure on X. Let D be a nonempty
H-compact subset of X and let T : X ª 2 D be a quasi-lower semicontinuous
multi¨ alued mapping. Then for each U g U, there exists a point x g X such
 .  .that H-co T x l U x / B.
Proof. Because D is nonempty H-compact subset of X, there exists a
compact weakly H-convex subset E of X such that D ; E. Because again
T : X ª 2 D is a quasi-lower semicontinuous multivalued mapping, so is
the mapping S: E ª 2 E defined by
S x s H-co T x l E, ; x g E. .  . .
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For each U g U, by Theorem 3.1 there exists a continuous mapping
 .   ..f : E ª E such that S x l U f x / B for all x g E.
 4   4 .Note that G s x for all x g X, X, G , U is a locally convex x4 A
H-space. By virtue of Lemma 2, there exists a point x g E such that
 .  .  .x s f x . hence H-co T x l U x / B. This completes the proof.
  4 .  4THEOREM 4.2. Let X, G , U be a Hausdorff l.c.-space with G s xA  x4
for all x g X, where U is the uniform structure on X. Let D be a nonempty
H-compact subset of X and let T : X ª 2 D be a quasi-lower semicontinuous
 .multi¨ alued mapping with nonempty H-con¨ex ¨alues. If the graph Gr T of
 .T is closed in X = X, then there exists a point x g D such that x g T x .
Proof. Because D is a nonempty H-compact subset of X, there exists a
compact weakly H-convex subset E of X such that D ; E. Let B be the
family of all closed symmetric elements in U. Then B is a base of U. By
the proof of Theorem 4.1 we know that for each U g B, there is a point
  ..    ..4x g E such that x g U T x . Let Q s x g E: x g U T x . ThenU U U U
 4Q is a nonempty subset of E. Let x : a g I be a net in Q such thatU a U
 .x ª x g E. Then for each a g I, there exists a point y g T x sucha a a
 .that y , x g U. Because the set E is compact, we may assume y ª y.a a a
 .  .Because again U and Gr T are closed in X = X, y, x g U, and y g
 .   ..T x , and so x g U T x . This shows that the set Q is closed in E.U
For any finite elements U , U , . . . , U of B, because B is a base of U,1 2 n
there is an element U g B such that U ; Fn U . Consequently,0 0 is1 i
n  4F U / B. This shows the Q : U g B has finite intersection property.is1 i U
Hence F Q / B because E is compact. Take any x g F Q .U g B U U g B U
  ..  .Then x g F U T x . Note that Gr T is closed in X = E. ByU g B
 .Lemma 1 we know that x g T x ; D. This completes the proof.
Remark. Theorem 4.1 is a new almost fixed point theorem, which is
w xdifferent from the almost fixed point theorems in 5]7 . Theorem 4.2
improves and extends the well-known Brouwer]Schauder]Tychonoff fixed
 w x. w xpoint theorem see 11, 15 , and it is different from Theorem 2.1 in 14 .
5. A NEW EXISTENCE THEOREM FOR THE SOLUTION
OF THE GENERALIZED QUASIVARIATIONAL
INEQUALITY
  4 .THEOREM 5.1. Let X, G , U be a Hausdorff locally con¨ex H-spaceA
Ã  4 .and let Y, G , B be an l.c.-space, where U is the uniform structure on XA
and B is the uniform structure on Y. Let D be a nonempty H-compact subset
of X, S: X ª 2 D a continuous multi¨ alued mapping with nonempty closed
¨alues and let T : X ª 2Y be a quasi-lower semicontinuous multi¨ alued
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mapping with H-con¨ex ¨alues. If a continuous function f : X = Y = X ª R
such that
 .i for each x g X and for each y g Y, the set
z g S x : f x , y , z s min f x , y , u .  .  . 5
 .ugS x
is acyclic;
 .  .ii for each x g X and for each y g Y, f x, y, x G 0.
Then
 .  .1 for each V g B, there exist a point x g S x and a point y g
  ..V T x such that
f x , y , x G 0, ; x g S x . . .
 .2 if , in addition, Y is compact and T is upper semicontinuous with
 .  .closed ¨alues, then there exists a point x g S x and a point y g T x such
that
f x , y , x G 0, ; x g S x . . .
 .Proof 1 . Because D is a nomempty H-compact subset of X, there
exists a compact weakly H-convex subset E of X such that D ; E.
  4.Consequently, E, E l G is also a Hausdorff locally convex H-space.A
For each V g B, take an open symmetric element U g B. By Theorem 3.1
 .   ..there exists a continuous mapping f : E ª Y such that f x g U T x for
all x g E.
For each x g E, let
H x s z g S x : f x , f x , z s min f x , f x , u . .  .  .  . .  . 5
 .ugS x
Because S: E ª 2 D is a continuous multivalued mapping with nonempty
compact values, H: E ª 2 D is an upper semicontinuous multivalued
w x  .mapping by Proposition 23 in Aubin]Ekeland 1, p. 120 . Moreover, by i
 .and the continuity of f we know that H x is a closed acyclic subset of D.
 .By virtue of Lemma 2, there exists a point x g D such that x g H x , i.e.,
 .x g S x and
f x , f x , x s min f x , f x , u . .  . .  .
 .ugS x
 .   ..Now, taking y s f x , then y g V T x and
min f x , y , u s f x , y , x G 0, .  .
 .ugS x
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 .by ii , i.e.,
f x , y , x G 0, ; x g S x . . .
 .  4Proof 2 . Let V s V g B: V is closed and symmetric . Then V is a
 .base of B. For each V g V , by 1 there exist a point x g E and a pointV
 .   ..y g Y such that x g S x , y g V T x andV V V V V
f x , y , x G 0, ; x g S x . .  .V V V
 .   .. YFor each x g X, let F x s V T x . Then F: X ª 2 is a set-valued
 .4  .   . .mapping. If a net x , y ; Gr F Gr F denotes the graph of Fa a a g I
 .such that x ª x, y ª y, then for each a g I, there exists z g T xa a a a
 . w xsuch that y , z g V. By Proposition 1 of Su]Sehgal 10 there exista a
 .  4  4z g T x and a subnet z of z such that z ª z. consequently,b a b
 .  .  .y, z g V because V is closed. Hence y g F x . It shows that Gr F is
closed. Now, let
Q s x , y g E = Y : x g S x , y g V T x .  .  . .V
and min f x , y , u G 0 . . 5
 .ugS x
 4Then Q is a nonempty closed subset of E = Y. Obviously, Q : V g VV V
has a finitely intersection property. Hence,
Q / B.F V
VgV
Consequently, there is a point,
x , y g Q , . F V
VgV
 .and hence x g S x ,
f x , y , x G 0, ; x g S x , . .
and
y g V T x . . .F
VgV
 .By Lemma 1 we know that y g T x . This completes the proof.
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